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ABSTRACT
Research-led education has been on the higher education scene for several decades with strong advocacy from prominent scholars (Boyer, 2000). There are multiple meanings associated with the phrase; with academics conveying to students the excitement of both the process and outcomes of research (Holbrook & Devonshire, 2005; Lopatto, 2004). There is evidence indicating that the student experience, both engagement and learning outcomes are greatly enhanced when research-led education is implemented. Educational evidence is often of snapshots of individual courses and programs taking up the endeavour (Healey, 2005; Seymour, Hunter, Laursen, & Deantoni, 2004). In the meantime, whole institutions have taken onboard the research-led paradigm (Wilson, Howitt, & Wilson, 2007; University of Canberra, 2011).

This keynote will present a case study of ANU as the institution journeys into research-led education. Do student journeys reflect the paradigm? Examples of ANU’s “research-led education” will be presented, as will some from other institutions. The focus will be on innovative practices in the teaching of Science at ANU but examples will also be drawn from across the ANU including the ANU Vice-Chancellor’s Courses (see http://vc-courses.anu.edu.au/) that the speaker has been the key player in establishing. Trials and tribulations, constraints affordances, student voices and what next for ANU will also be discussed.
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